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Chapter One
Writing Antiquarianism: Prolegomenon to a History
Peter N. Miller
Fifty years ago Arnaldo Momigliano lamented, “I wish I could simply refer to a
History of Antiquarian Studies. But none exists.” 1 If there is still no singlevolume history of antiquarianism, many, many pieces of this puzzle have been
assembled. Already eight years ago Joseph Connors created an on-line
bibliography of early modern antiquarianism of around 680 titles. 2 Some of the
heroes have gotten monographic treatment by now—Ligorio, Panvinio, Orsini,
Scaliger, Cotton, Cassiano, Peiresc, Selden, Caylus—while the majority, of course,
have not— Cyriac of Ancona, Camden, Pignoria, Worm, Mabillon, Bianchini,
Barthélemy, to name but a few. We know something of who the antiquaries were,
and something therefore of the history of antiquarian scholarship, but it is still
far too early to write that monographic study. Even more, with all that we have
learned, we still know almost nothing about the history of the history of
antiquarian scholarship.
Momigliano, whose “Ancient History and the Antiquarianism” was not a history
of antiquarianism and did not generate any, did nevertheless succeed at inspiring
a whole generation of scholars to work on the history of scholarship. 3 But with all
that there was to do, this question of the history of the history of history was,
understandably perhaps, neglected. Some might not even have been aware of it as
a question. But Momigliano surely would have been. For his own practice of the
“history of historiography” brings to mind the image of the snake swallowing its
tail: the historian of today writes about how historians of the past were shaped by
what they read and where they lived—and his own work is necessarily
transformed by the encounter. At what point does the one touch the other? At
what point does the practice of antiquarianism shape the writing of the history of
antiquarianism? At what point does the history of antiquarianism affect the
practice of history? These are questions we need to answer.
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Fifty years ago, when Momigliano wanted to underscore how neglected
antiquarianism was, he signalled this by noting the absence of any ready-made
history of it. Ironically—though, as ever, with an exquisite perspicuity—the
volume that Momigliano pointed to as a second-best answer to his question
actually provides the best one to our own.
I. A Morphology of Antiquarianism
Carl (or Karl) Bernard Stark’s Handbuch der Archäologie der Kunst, whose first
part only was completed before the author’s death—Systematik und Geschichte
der Archäologie der Kunst (1880)—is not a well-known book. 4 Nor is its author
well-known, either. Both should change. Momigliano already hinted that this is
an extraordinary work, providing not only a summary of how and who studied
antiquities, but also a history of the study of those studies. 5 Stark’s work, as the
title suggests, also lies on that fascinating fault line separating and connecting the
old “antiquarianism” from the new “archaeology.” Since this semantic frontier is
pregnant with implications for any modern grappling with the antiquarian past it
is something that we will have to consider here as well. But as we plunge into
Stark’s scholarship we also discover something very interesting, if not entirely
surprising. For the first real historian of antiquarianism was almost per force a
historian of material culture and cultural history. How these fit together then
suggests something, I think, of how they might fit together now.
So, let us begin then with some first attempts to explain the meaning and history
of antiquarianism. This situates us in the landscape of the Handbook, a purely
pedagogical genre that thrived in Germany and only in Germany (what it means
that French schoolboys learned about antiquity from novels like Barthélemy’s
Voyage du jeune Anacharse (1788) while Germans read things with titles like
Lehrbuch der griechischen Antiquitäten (1858–75) cannot yet be gauged). But
the advantage of working with this sort of text is clear: because its intent is to
present to the beginning student a comprehensive survey of a field at a given
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moment it affords the later inquirer with a ready-made guide to a whole scholarly
world.
Stark wrote at least seven monographs on ancient Greek art and history and a
thick collection of essays was posthumously published with the telling title
Lectures and Essays from the Field of Archaeology and Art History. 6 In addition
to his own Handbook, he also collaborated on Karl Friedrich Hermann’s fourvolume Lehrbuch der griechischen Antiquitäten (1858–75). 7 This might be a
good place to start because its Introduction begins by defining “Alterthümer,
antiquitates, archaiologia” as a means of reaching back to grasp ancient man,
embracing “all the appearances and expressions of his life and his activities at a
certain point in time.” 8 According to Hermann, adding the study of literature “in
its fullness” transformed Alterthümer into “Alterthumskunde or
Alterthumswissenschaft”. 9 In this new conception, antiquities only constituted a
small part, though precisely marking the point of engagement with past
circumstances of life (“so haftet doch gerade diesen vorzugweise der
Gesichtspunkt einer Beschäftigung mit vergangenen Zuständen an”). And for
this, Hermann referred to the early modern locus classicus, Francis Bacon’s
Advancement of Learning (II.6), which defined Antiquitates as “relics of history,
as if some fragments rescued from the shipwreck of time” (“Antiquitates sunt
reliquiae historiae, quae tanquam tabulae e naufragio temporum ereptae sunt”)—
itself, as so many have noted, paraphrased out of the preface of Biondo Flavio’s
Italia Illustrata. 10 These sources—Hermann refers to monuments of antiquity
(“Denkmäler des Alterthums”)—were either passed down through literary
transmission or through actual material survivals. Hermann calls them
“eyewitnesses and remains of the past” (“autoptische Zeugen und Reste der
Vergangenheit”). Such material reminders include inscriptions, medals,
implements and images.
But, and this marks an important turn of the argument, while all these antiquities
(“Alterthümer”) served as sources and means to an end, they did not exhaust
their fullest meaning and importance. And even, he writes, where this
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“monumental” Altertumskunde shared the name of Antiquitates with
Archaeology, “it had actually through the connection to general Art History
gained a new direction.” 11 Hermann does not dilate on this point. But Stark, who
edited Hermann’s Handbuch before proceeding to write his own, made
explicating the turn from antiquitates to archaeology by way of art history his
chief task.
Stark began by explaining that Art-Archaeology, “or the science of the visual arts
of the peoples of classical antiquity” (“Die Archäologie der Kunst, oder die
Wissenschaft von der bildenden Kunst der Völker des klassichen Alterthums”) is
an important part of classical Altertumswissenschaft, “or classical philology” in
the widest sense, and thus belongs to the field of Philology. 12 Archaeology was a
way into the spirit of the past, but Stark made clear that he saw it as an
“application” of the philological and even natural scientific research method in
order to grasp “the Spirit of Antiquity in general”, and in particular the stylistic
development of art. 13
Philology was, in the nineteenth century, the great polydisciplinary integrator. As
its chief spokesman, August Boeckh, proclaimed from his chair in Berlin in 1822,
the realm of Philology included “the most important notions to be investigated
present in the very nature of the oldest tribes; expressed in the individual parts of
ancient cults as in the appearances of images.” 14 Similarly, Ludwig Lange,
another professor, used an inaugural lecture at Prague to declare philology the
science whose task was to research “the spirit of both the classical peoples”
(Greeks and Romans), 15 while Alexander Conze had used his, at Vienna, to locate
archaeology at the crossing of classical philology and art history. 16
This recognition that images had something important to say about accessing the
spirit of past times seems to have reached consciousness—or at least become a
commonplace-- by the middle of the nineteenth century. Boeckh drew an exact
parallel between the philology of words and of images. The history of classical art,
he wrote, which was for him part of philology, could not be separated from
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knowledge of western art monuments. He went on to suggest the creation of a
“comparative cultural history of all antiquity” as a chief task for Philology. 17
Interestingly, Goethe, otherwise such a staunch proponent of world literature, is
discovered by Stark to have emphasized that these expectations of classical
philology could not be extended to extra-European antiquities. They were, to be
sure, interesting (his word was “curiosities”) but not helpful for Western cultural
self-formation. 18
Asking about the place of Archaeology relative to Classical Philology, as Stark
does in his second section, shows how narrow the conception of Archaeology had
already become (and which, presumably, Stark hoped to change). In the
Introduction to this volume we have talked about the very close, even genetic,
relationship between the study of words and the study of things. Today, we might
locate the key moment in the work of Christian Gottlob Heyne in the 1760s and
1770s. 19 Stark, however draws “prooftexts” from the work of Boeckh and F.A.
Wolf in the first third of the nineteeth century, each of which emphasize the
broad commitment to “the reconstruction of the whole life of the peoples of
classical antiquity,” to cite the former. 20 But through what? Stark offers two
different avenues, the first being the medium of transmission itself and the
second the various functions that objects performed.
Stark begins with medium-as-material. These included written remains of the
past, whether on paper, parchment, stones, clay, wood, ivory, metals, whether in
literary works or magic or children’s things, official acts or wills or names of dead.
Then there were remains that did not utilize speech or writing, but functioned
through “örtliche Fixierung”—space as a primal key—or chemical signature, or
weight, or color, or form. Moreover, Stark continued—and all of this is quite
brilliant-- even textual material that was transmitted could be studied by the
student of the past in terms of, or through, the material form of that
transmission, such as the material on which the inscriptions were carved, or
papyrus rolls, wood, coins, textiles or the inks utilized. He noted one could add
architectural works as a form of inscribing of the human in the landscape and, in
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general, “the man-made changes to the earth’s surface of land and water, high up
and in the depths, through man-made or substantially altered natural objects,
such as food remains, pigments and oils.” In other words, the record of Cultura
was itself a language that could be deciphered. 21
Stark identifies both a literary and a monumental philology, and suggests that
this latter became identified with archaeology once “art” was added to the mix.
On the frontier between these approaches, Stark argues, stand the auxiliary
sciences—he mentions in particular Diplomatics, Epigraphy and Numismatics,
because they were word-related material culture studies. Indeed, Stark’s
argument about medium-as-material seems born out of reflection on the
workings of these historische Hilfswissenschaften. What Stark does not state
here—but which he refers to elsewhere—is that these Hilfswissenschaften were
developed as skills by antiquaries in the seventeenth century. Thus the
antiquarian synthesis of word and object marked the path from philology to
archaeology. 22
The second approach to material remains was not to emphasize medium of
transmission, but rather function, whether in language, religion, science, art,
state, cult, private life, or technology, among others. Here Stark followed Otto
Jahn’s argument that the “essence” of a scientific treatment was that it focused
not on the object so much as on the reason for the thing being called into
existence. 23 This gave a decisive role to archaeology since it was only through the
scientific study of remains that this “function” could be assessed. 24 Thus, here too
materiality mattered—even “function” could not be assessed independently of a
discipline he described as “the discipline for the representing of ancient lives”
(“des antiken Lebens repräsentirende Disciplin”). “Also the inscription-stone,
writing tablet, coin, and papyrus roll which in Antiquity served as manuscript
leaves in their external form, in the distribution of writing, the relationship to
related imagery and finally in the form of characters themselves, call for an
archaeological treatment.” 25 This vision actually extended beyond Archaeology as
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it was narrowly construed in Stark’s own time, and certainly beyond the received
view of antiquarians, however respectful of their achievement he was.
Archaeology, thus, could embrace both the specific and the general perspective,
the individual, or pointilist inquiry, and the broadly contextual. As if comparing
one kind of philology to another, Stark suggested that archaeology could by
studying art do what philology achieved by studying literature: it could breath life
into the past and capture its spirit—as opposed to some dry kind of annotation.
Archaeology offered a synthesizing, second order opportunity. It was a way of
seeing rather than a set of protocols for sifting evidence. Citing Otto Jahn, Stark
concluded: “Archaeology is to us the scientific study of the important monuments
of the peoples of classical antiquity according to their actual expressive means
through mass, form and color, and grounded on this the development and
existence of visual arts in antiquity as a part of the whole cultural life itself. Or, in
short, the scientific engagement with the visual art of Antiquity.” 26 It should be
clear by now that Stark’s idea of archaeology, formulated so close to its origin, is
very different from our own. He is concerned with hermeneutics and the
evocation of lived life, ours with (typically) excavation technology and
interpretion of objects.
The notes to this section reveal how heavily Stark leaned on Boeckh for the idea
of this new-modelled archaeology. And Boeckh, in an oration of 1822 beautifully
distinguished between the realms of philology and history. The former was
devoted to the historical and philosophical cognition of all antiquity—literally, “of
the universe of antiquity” (universae antiquitatis). And by “universe” Boeckh
explicity intended not the diachronic narrative of history (“ab historia res ex
ordine temporum gestas potissimum docente”) but, rather, the whole life of
ancient peoples “by parts” (“philologia omnem antiquarorum populorum vitam
comprehendat eamque per partes”). 27 In German, in his famous lecture course at
Berlin—delivered over and over again for fifty years!--Boeckh was even more
apodictic about the sovereignty of philology: “Philology is the historical
construction of Antiquity,” “the Knowledge of Antiquity in its full extent,” and,
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even, “the knowledge of what is known.” 28 History was something else, and much
less interesting.
In his pursuit of the wholeness of past lived life Boeckh represents the
culmination and climax of one line of development that emerged in the early
Renaissance fascination with ancient Roman texts. Another, also resumed in this
turn to a material philology (Boeckh referred to “Sachphilologie”) which was
synonymous with “Archaeology” emphasized visuality. So, Gottfried Bernhardy,
in his lecture course on philology, Grundlinien zur Encyclopädie der Philologie
(1832) defined Archaeology as the “Kunstwissenschaft der Alten.” 29 Obviously,
this would be a line that would lead back through Winckelmann, Piranesi and
Caylus to artist-antiquarians like Ligorio, but also forward to Jacob Burckhardt ,
a student of Boeckh’s who became an art historian.
Stark was aware that it was possible to identify this broad Classical Archaeology
with Cultural History. But, instead, he preferred to link “Culturgeschichte” to the
study of costume, manners and material culture; to human history as natural
history. In this, he explicitly followed the interpretation of Gustav Friedrich
Klemm (1802–67). But while generally sympathetic to the potentially
encyclopedic character of a cultural history which paid so much attention to the
material world, Stark, whose own interest lay more in the direction of philology
than natural history, specified that archaeology was not just about materiality,
but about art made matter. For him, “art” separated natural from human
history. 30
II. A History of Antiquarianism
According to Stark, the ancients used the words archaiologia and antiquitates to
refer to their science of past things. For the Greeks, the former term referred to
things so old that they no longer continued to live in the present. These archaia,
according to Stark, included peoples, spaces, political forms, ways of fighting and
lifestyles. Art materials were part of this general set of remains. And “The same
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concept of the narration of a past in-itself-completed-life of the people” is what
the Romans meant by Antiquitates. 31
Already in antiquity, Stark wrote, the term antiquarius referred to an
involvement with words and writing, and this was preserved in the medieval use
of the term to mean manuscript copyist (and the modern association with rare
book dealer). 32 The link between study of monuments and the special artistic
remains of antiquity-- res antiquaria-- emerged in Renaissance Rome. The first
such modern to be called an Antiquarius was Cyriac of Ancona (fl.1430); the first
to create an institution dedicated to its recovery was Pomponio Leto, who
founded the Accademia Romana (c.1460); the first to use it in the title of a book
was Andreas Fulvius, Antiquitates Urbis (1527). 33 By the beginning of the
eighteenth century it could refer to an entire, existing corpus of learning: J.A.
Fabricius’s Bibliotheca antiquaria (1709).
The “History of Archaeological Studies” constituted the third part of Stark’s book,
and is what Momigliano must have had in mind when he described Stark’s as the
best extant history of antiquarianism. It is divided into four chapters: “The
beginnings of archaeological studies in the 15th and 16th centuries in the spirit of
the Renaissance,” “The archaeology of art in the seventeenth and first half of the
eighteenth century under the domination of antiquarian interests: pioneers of the
scientific foundation,” “The science of ancient art grounded on the philosophy of
beauty and on general history: Winckelmann and his followers (1755-1828),” and
“The last fifty years of archaeological studies: the greatest expansion and
scientific direction of the study of monuments.”
For the beginning, Stark’s key figure was Pirro Ligorio. This is important, for
Ligorio’s great achievement according to the two best modern students of
sixteenth-century antiquarianism was in re-focusing attention on material
remains and visual corpora—opening up the path to art-archaeology later seized
upon by Winckelmann and celebrated by Stark. 34 Stark’s account differs
markedly, and for the better, from great prior accounts of the history of
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scholarship, such as Wachler’s at the beginning of the nineteenth century, in his
attentiveness to manuscript corpora. The emphasis on Ligorio’s key role brings
this home: “The greatest and most extensive” collection, he writes, “was not
published, or in a very mutilated way only.” 35 It was only because Stark
approached past scholarship as scholarship that someone like Cyriac of Ancona
or Ligorio, who lived on through manuscript collections only, could matter so
much.
The seventeenth century was the century of the antiquaries. The received view,
beginning from the age that deified Winckelmann, was to look down on the
century of Kunst- und Wunderkammern. But Stark’s closer look showed him
something else. “Even today we are guided in the greater part of our knowledge of
monuments by the publications of that age...Minor archaeological sources were
just then sought after and pursued with great zeal and, generally, the whole
breadth of the monumental world of antiquity was first assessed.” 36
Stark provides a very fair, and very competent, overview of the main figures and
strands in the later antiquarian tradition—Kircher, Maffei, the English, the
French Jansenists and the Dutch encyclopedists Graevius and Gronovius. And we
must remember that much as with Momigliano four score and ten years later,
there was no narrative for Stark to fall back on: it had to be pieced together
through primary research.
The key figure in Stark’s historical account was Peiresc. He hails him as “the great
Peiresc”, “one of the most universal men of modern times, the first archaeological
critic, important more through his letters and personal communication than
through writings. In him was united for the first time in Europe the breakthrough
of the coming study of nature with literary erudition and art sensibility.” And
Stark noted, too, that he lived—and still lived—under an unlucky star, an Unstern
that affected also his manuscript Nachlass, “which even today is still not fully
exploited.” 37 We could say that a measure of how right Stark got the antiquarian
tradition is just how precisely he got the importance of Peiresc. By comparison,
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Stark devotes a paragraph to Kircher, a paragraph to Maffei, a long paragraph to
Cassiano dal Pozzo—which was surely unusual at the time, given that Lumbroso
had published his Notizie only five years earlier—and five pages to Peiresc alone.
This was more than he allotted to anyone else before the glorious age of
Wickelmann (13 pages) and Goethe (7 pages). Stark’s survey of Peiresc’s life is as
detailed as anything published between Gassendi’s Vita of 1641 and Henri
Leclerq’s biographical entry in the Dictionaire d'archéologie chrétien et de
liturgie (1939). 38
It would be hard to summarize Peiresc’s achievement more succinctly than did
Stark.
The great and enduring importance of this man for archaeology lies
precisely in his universal scientific position, that universal history
[was] to him equally in combination with ethnography and geography
the goal for study of monuments, as a prejudice-free, empirical and
experimental study of nature; exactly these studies he gave leave to
consider with a sharp, comparing, proof-driven observation of the
object as a necessary condition. 39
Ever perceptive, Stark recognized that comparison drove Peiresc’s studies. 40 And
Stark also caught the importance of the East for Peiresc, but in a fascinating
window into the late nineteenth-century German map of the East, he redescribes the Near East as a Greek, rather than “Oriental” or even “Levantine”
cultural space (in this he overweights the role of Cyprus). 41
Stark pointed to the remains in Carpentras—he even mentions the number of
manuscript volumes (82)—and identified which materials are found in which
volumes, concluding that “the influence of Peiresc extends into all the important
antiquarian works of the age, which he selflessly promoted.” 42 Jacob Spon, in
many ways Stark’s hero for turning attention towards the monumental and
aesthetic, “had,” Stark wrote, “in the spirit of Peiresc brought the entire field of
monumental sources into his vision,” adding an especial concentration on Greek
inscriptions as Peiresc had for oriental materials. 43 Mabillon, Montfaucon and
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Caylus were others who cited Peiresc’s work from time to time, and the latter two
devoted enough attention to him as to suggest that they viewed him as something
of an ancestor. As late as 1820, C.A. Böttiger, a close collaborator of Goethe’s, in
his introduction to the first (and last) volume of Amalthea oder Museum der
Kunstmythologie und bildlichen Alterthumskunde (1820) called Peiresc “the first
Archaeologist” and offered that he and his successor, Spon, “actually began
Archaeology.” 44
Having traversed the semantic landscape of antiquarianism in the first two parts
of his Handbuch and the human landscape in the third part, Stark was able to
reflect with greater clarity on what he meant by the terms “antiquarianism” and
“archaeology.” “Nowadays,” he wrote, “we expressly separate Antiquitates from
Antiquity and the Antiquarian from the Archaeological—or, we designate a
certain part of Archaeology specially as the antiquarian, which includes
representation of the technology as well as the manner of living.” The Roman
category of Antiquitates referred to the “total narrative of the way of living,
institutions and manners,” and were divided up in various ways, as in the great
summae of the late seventeenth century, by Gronovius and Graevius. But even
when studying monuments—what Stark calls “special archaeology”—this
antiquarianism was not archaeology because it never included the perspective of
the aesthetic. 45 It bears remembering that Stark’s career coincided with the vast
nineteenth-century projects of collecting and document large bodies of ancient
inscriptions, both Latin and Greek. His sense of the power of antiquarianism, of
its reach, and also of its limits, reflects this contemporary activity.
What makes the case of Stark so valuable and interesting is that his own
conceptual language is in fact refined by historical study. His whole distinction
between antiquarianism and archaeology, and the significance in it of visual
culture and art is itself built on the work of Spon. In other words, in
reconstructing the history of antiquarianism Stark discovered that past
practitioners had actually formulated principles that remained valuable—but
which needed to be disinterred by the historian before they could be applied by
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the theorist. As he was willing to wear both hats he was able to grasp these
forgotten insights.
Jacob Spon, a doctor from Lyon, had coined the term “archaeographia” in the
preface to his Miscellanea eruditae antiquitatis (1685). He defined his neologism
as “knowledge of the monuments through which the Ancients transmitted their
religion, history, politics and other arts and sciences, and tried to pass them down
to posterity.” For Stark the key was Spon’s emphasis on monuments. 46 More
extensively presented in his Réponse a la critique de Mr Guillet (1679) was
Spon’s answer to the person who viewed printed books as “history itself”
(l’histoire mesme) and inscriptions and medals as merely “monuments which
serve history” (monumens qui servent à l’histoire). This was Bacon’s distinction
between antiquities and history, or Momigliano’s between “ancient history and
the antiquarian.” 47
In putting the difference between him and his antagonist in these terms, Spon
helped articulate a major turning point in western scholarship: the idea that
things—objects, matter—constituted the building blocks of history; that words
were not the only source of truth; that narrative alone was not identical with
“history” but rather an interpretation of it. “For me,” Spon continued, “I say that
books are not more history than medals or inscriptions, and that it is not the one
or the other but the pieces from which it is drawn”. 48
Turning to that science of monuments which his antagonist mocked, Spon set
forth the eight parts that constitued Archaeologia, or, as he preferred
archaeografia, “the science of what the Ancients wanted to teach posterity about
their religion, their sciences, their history and their politics, by the original
monuments which they have left us.” The eight divisions he envisioned, entirely
constituted by different material remains, are numismatics, epigraphy, ancient
architecture, iconography (including sculpture), glyptography, toreumatographia
(the study of reliefs—Spon clearly felt the need for new terms; itself a fascinating
window into his sensibility), bibliography and Angeiographia, “a vast and
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prickly” field that included weights, measures, vases, domestic and agricultural
utensils, games, clothing “and a thousand other things whose study does not
easily fit in the previous sciences.” 49
If, Stark notes, in the Miscellanea, one adds in also as either subordinate or
interstitial, fields of inquiry such as Deipnographia (study of dining customs),
Dulographia (study of slavery), and Taphographia (study of funerary customs),
then we would indeed be dealing here with a “mixture of archaeological and
antiquarian principles.”
In formulating his own categories Spon drew heavily—though not as visibly as
one might expect—on his fellow southerner, Peiresc. 50 Most decisive is his use of
Peiresc as the key figure when he needed a reply to his Antagonist’s doubt that an
antiquarian could do better than a reader of books “Which he would not,
therefore, have done to antiquaries of the highest order, like a Mr. de Peiresk
[sic], the most universal who ever there was in these matters.” 51 And then, a bit
later, digressing to show “the merit of a real antiquary,” Spon quotes verbatim
from a memo drawn up by Peiresc summarizing his meeting with the
Netherlandish artist and antiquary Wenceslas Coberg in Brussels, on 30 July
1606. 52
As a historian who read unpublished manuscripts as well as printed books, and
who paid attention to the theoretical implications of the one as well as the explicit
methodological pronouncements of the other, Stark was able to trace the
historical impact of antiquarian scholarship from the Renaissance through the
seventeenth century and on into the eighteenth-century origins of archaeology. If
Spon clearly defended the value of material evidence, the next key step lay in the
explicit awareness of the special meaning of objects that were “art.”
From Spon, Stark turned to John Potter, an Oxford fellow and younger
contemporary (1673/4- 1747). He was much less sophisticated than Spon and did
not talk about monuments in his Archaeologia graeca or the antiquities of
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Greece (1695-99). But, as if to prove the point, Potter’s German translator Ernst
Rambach did. In 1778 he added a section in which “Archaeological
Investigations” are described as including not just numismatics, metrology and
paleography—legacy fields of the “old” antiquarianism just then becoming the
“new” Hilfswissenschaften—but also architecture, sculpture and painting. 53 This
addition precisely highlights a change in terminology between 1699 and 1778.
According to Stark, despite the important achievements of the English in the
sphere of ancient art—he thought theirs was the most sophisticated culture of
antiquity in the eighteenth century—and those of dynamic French antiquaries
such as the Comte de Caylus and Jean-Jacques Barthélemy, it was in Germany
that Spon found his real heirs (we might rightly disagree with the nationalist
priority dispute). According to Stark, the first push towards separating
“archaeologia” from “antiquitates” was given by Johann Friedrich Christ (1700–
1756) in his lectures on “Literatur oder Archaeologie der Literatur” at Leipzig.
His successor, Johann August Ernesti, published his lectures in 1768 as
Archaeologia literaria. 54 At the same time, the establishment in Leipzig of a
branch of the Dresden Academy of Fine Arts in 1764 put an institution’s
resources behind the inclusion of art in the conception of antiquity. 55 But change
came slowly. While in Leipzig archaeology was being focused on artistic
monuments, at that same Dresden Academy, Philipp Daniel Lippert was
Professor of Ancient Art and still thinking like a good seventeenth-century
antiquary. “Every stone,” he wrote, “will have an explanation from Greek and
Latin writers or poets. For every page, against this, will I, as much as possible,
attach parallels from statues, sculptures, coins, lamps, paintings and inscriptions,
and list the authors, so that at once one has together a whole conspectus of all
Antiquitates.” With this, he thought, difficult passages of ancient literature could
be easily explicated. 56
And yet, meanings were shifting. At around the same time (1767), Lippert’s much
greater collaborator, Christian Gottlob Heyne, began his lecture course on
archaeology at Göttingen, published as Einleitung in das Studium der Antike in
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1772. He focused Lippert’s comparative approach on the description and
dissection of ancient art works. Art for him was the object of archaeology, and
when his lectures were eventually published ten years after his death they bore
the title Archäologie der Kunst des Alterthums, insbesondere der Griechen und
Römer. Not coincidentally, this was the very title that Stark chose for his own
work. Writing in 1880, Stark could proclaim that “Archaeology is now the specific
name for lectures on ancient Art, both inside and outside of Germany.” 57
But this triumph of archaeology was bought at the price of an ever narrowed
grasp. It no longer dared refer to a general conspectus of Antiquitates or
Altertumswissenschaft, but only the specific vision of an Archäologie der
Baukunst (Stieglitz, 1801) or Archäologie der Malerei (Böttinger, 1811) or
Archäologie der Kunst (Karl Otfried Müller, 1830). Responsible for this was:
Winckelmann. And, again, a century’s hindsight can only make us appreciate
even more Stark’s unerring feel for the history of historical scholarship.
Even as Carl Justi was publishing the first of his monumental three-volume
biography of Winckelmann emphasizing Winckelmann the Beautiful, Stark was
publishing his own biographical essay on Winckelmann stressing Winckelmann’s
roots as a “Polyhistor” who did important work on things like Merovingian
diplomatica. Stark wondered of the bookish Winckelmann how it was that “this
kind of so commendable detailed medieval scholarship be done by our Prophet of
the Beautiful”—the point being that Winckelman’s position vis à vis the
antiquarian tradition badly needed reassessment. 58 Indeed, the recent work of
Ingo Herklotz and Élisabeth Décultot on restoring Winckelmann the érudit
follows Stark directly. 59
Both Herkotz and Décultot have noted the relationship between Winckelmann
and Peiresc, and there is much here to go into more deeply. There are the explicit
references to the “famous Peiresc” (“des berühmten Peiresc”) in the Geschichte
der Kunst des Alterthums, and in his private correspondence, and to the
“immortal Peiresc” (“dell’immortale Peirescio”) in the Monumenti Antichi
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inediti. 60 Each mention is occasioned by reference to the content of unpublished
letters from Peiresc to Cassiano dal Pozzo, manuscripts that were then in the
collection of Cardinal Albani—whose librarian Winckelmann was! (It is a
fascinating irony of unexplored importance that Winckelmann, who drew so
heavily on the manuscripts of Cassiano then in Albani’s collection, was
Bibliotecario when Cassiano’s collection of drawings, the Museo Cartaceo, was
sold to the English Crown in the first half of 1762.) 61 And then there are
Winckelmann’s reading notes excerpting from Peiresc’s letters. What is notable
about these is how exactly representative they are of antiquarian interests at the
time. The excerpts include discussions of ancient coins and gems, weights and
measures, bronzes, drawings preserved in the Vatican of objects since lost, as well
as the moderns who had commented on them already. But Winckelmann also
had an ear for what made Peiresc’s antiquarianism distinctive—his common
approach to antiquities, natural history and ethnography—recording also
Peiresc’s queries about fossils, marine petrifications, Baltic amber and volcanic
eruptions in Ethiopia. 62
But in addition to these specific references to Peiresc, there are deeper and more
alluring parallels of practice. Décultot explains that Winckelmann’s emphasis on
the spectator’s affect as an interpretative key required a new kind of ekphrasis;
Peiresc was a master of the older form of description. 63 Décultot contrasts
Winckelmann’s “vertical ethnology” with the “transverse” approach of
contemporary antiquaries like Caylus; this, in turn, grew out of Peiresc’s oriental
studies of a century earlier. 64 Décultot draws attention to the importance of
natural history for Winckelmann as an autoptic space; Peiresc pursued naturalist
observation in parallel with antiquarian observation. 65 Décultot stresses the
ironic point that Winckelmann, who championed knowledge through direct
observation, was also deeply committed to the power of the “conjecture” or
“hypothesis”; the same was true for Peiresc. 66 In the Handbuch, then, Stark gets
Winckelmann right just as he does Peiresc.
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Winckelmann’s broad vision of art as an index of social change, to borrow from
Francis Haskell, had the unintended consequence of investing the project of
archaeology with a much broader remit, so that to “Classical Archaeology”, which
was invented then, could be assigned the responsibility of capturing the
ethnographic and cultural-historical dimensions of art. 67 For Winckelmann’s
total history, in Carl Justi’s view, joined the “erudition of the student of antiquity,
the wealth of illustrative material of the Roman antiquary, the experience of the
sculptor and the thinking of the philosopher.” 68 But, interestingly—and Stark
caught this as well—Winckelmann used the term “History,” not “Archaeology”, to
characterize his work. For him, archaeology was already tainted by overmuch
proximity to antiquarianism and “antiquarioli.”
“Winckelmann and his Century,” was Goethe’s compelling homage to
Montesquieu’s attempt to grasp the Spirit of a historical development (in one
case through law, in the other art). Momigliano was surely right to link
Winckelmann’s achievement with Gibbon’s as the climax of early modern historywriting. 69 But Goethe actually provides us with even finer analytical tools. First of
all, when he tried to write history it came out looking a lot like antiquarianism—
Bacon’s “unperfect histories” come to mind. 70 Second, he thought hard about the
different ways of thinking that lay behind the different ways of writing. In one of
a series of passages aimed at elucidating the function of description in botany he
explained that there were four different types of of scholars, those who sought
knowledge only in order to apply it, those who observed and described, those who
insensibly fused the observed into the imagined, and the “comprehensive whom
vanity might call creators” who actually came to observation of the world with
powerful ideas. 71 Stark saw this, too, and argued that Goethe was so receptive to
Winckelmann’s project because he perceived the parallel between the study of
“style” in art and morphology in botany and comparative anatomy. 72
Thus, where Momigliano thought in terms of content when he pointed to Gibbon
as the union of “antiquarianism” and “history,” Goethe thought in terms of
epistemology, and saw Winckelmann as the figure in whom met a posteriori
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description and a priori imagination. Here, indeed, Goethe comes very close to
figuring these different modes of historical study in terms of Immanuel Kant’s
distinction between the “synthetic” and the “analytic.” Indeed, in Winckelmann
und sein Jahrhundert he actually asserted that the only kind of intellectual work
“able to reject or oppose or scorn with impunity the great philosophical
movement initiated by Kant” was, in fact, the perfect antiquarian.
By occupying himself exclusively with the best the world has produced
and by comparing humbler, even inferior things to those excellent
achievements alone, his erudition reaches such a high level, his
judgment becomes so authoritative, his taste develops such
consistency, that within his own area of competence he appears
admirably, even astonishingly well trained. 73
F. A. Wolf, in 1807, had seemingly thought of Altertumswissenschaft differently,
describing it as a “Statistik of Remains.” 74 The reference here was not to
Winckelmann’s Geschichte, nor to the antiquarian arts of the Renaissance but to
the new political science made famous by Ludwig August von Schlözer who, in his
Lectures on Statistik published only three years earlier, had famously written
that “Statistik was static history; history Statistik in motion.” In this we can see
Momigliano’s famous diagnosis of early modern historical culture preserved and
transformed: structural, synchronic analysis versus diachronic narrative. And so,
in the end, even as he redescribed the project in Schlözer’s terms, Wolf was still
pointing back to the old world of scholars and connoisseurs.
Writing in propria persona, Stark insisted on the priorty of art-archaeology over
antiquarianism; of ultimately, Justi’s Winckelmann over Wolf’s Schlözer. “It
remains, therefore,” he wrote, “a difficult but necessary task to separate the
purely antiquarian from the Art-Archaeological, not to make the non-artistic
perspective into the guiding and deciding one.” 75 Antiquarianism, if not each and
every antiquary, stopped short of seeing through the monuments to the minds of
those who made them. It was therefore only the combined work of archaeologists
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and artists—or of their qualities united in a single person, such as
Winckelmann—that could reach back and recover the past.
Stark’s achievement was itself extraordinary. He did not just pull together a
diverse and complex narrative, but he was able to see past the conceptions of
contemporary historiography to the vital links between early modern
antiquarianism and nineteenth-century philology and archaeology. His
contemporary, Jacob Burckhardt, whom he does not talk about, represented the
prolongation of Winckelmann’s 76 —or Hegel’s—view of art as the most telling
index of the age. In terms of Stark’s historical narrative, Burckhardt the art
historian-as-cultural historian represented one possible outcome of the
developments he had been analyzing.

III. A Future of Antiquarianism
Nevertheless, the triumph of Art-Archaeology did not mean the disappearance of
antiquarianism. Nowhere is this better illustrated than in the work of Stark’s
exact contemporary, Jacob Bernays. For it was Bernays, in a couple of spellbinding articles of the 1870s, who staked out the counter-cultural argument for
the debt still outstanding to scholars of the 1620s and 1630s, like Claude
Saumaise and Gabriel Naudé. In the 1870s he was lecturing on the study of
antiquities from Sigonio and Panvinio up through Gibbon and Niebuhr 77 , and in
his contribution to Theodor Mommsen’s festschrift—Mommsen, who himself
mocked the laborers “auf dem antiquarischen Bauplatz”!—signalled the
contribution of the antiquaries to the kind of problem that Mommsen had made,
and claimed, as his own. 78 Bernays had coincided with Mommsen at Breslau—
Mommsen at the University, of course, and Bernays at the Jüdisches
Theologisches Seminar. 79 And Bernays’ masterpiece seized upon Joseph Scaliger,
the leading scholar of the age of antiquaries, as the focal point for an
investigation of what marked the profile of the age. It is striking to read Bernays’
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biography today for it seems so modern with its emphasis on placing Scaliger’s
achievements in their context. This is even more extraordinary an achievement
measured against the tremendous effort of erudition that was required to know
his character from the inside out, and which is so stylishly internalized, and so
lightly worn.
Looking at the kind of books written by his contemporaries makes us realize even
more how amazing and unique was Bernays’ achievement. For he was taking a
mass of erudite questions and finding in them the person, the mind, even the
mentality, of the man. In short, Bernays tackled Scaliger the way an army scout
might tackle a high outcropping: as a crucial vantage point for surveying a whole
contested landscape. 80
Bernays as a cultural historian working in the history of scholarship reminds us
that there were other paths to the Kultur der Renaissance than the one chosen by
Burckhardt. Bernays represents another kind of cultural history, an alternative
antiquarian legacy. For him, it is not art so much as the history of scholarship,
and in particular historical scholarship, which guides us directly into the spirit of
the time. We understand this better if we accept Momigliano’s later claim—
uttered as if a disciple of Bernays—that the history of historical scholarship is
nothing less than the history of how our predecessors defined, sought, and found,
the truth. Bernays, who paid such careful attention to the scholarly tools of the
early modern antiquaries, himself represents something of the perdurance of
their approach, or at least their vision, on into the nineteenth century. (Just as
Momigliano’s admiration for Bernays might suggest its continuity into the
twentieth.) Bernays’s Scaliger shows that such a perspective was still capable of
rising to the heights of historical and even human understanding—that
scholarship could provide the same access to a cultural vision as art. 81
But Stark’s wider oeuvre suggests still a third path to understanding the meaning
of the past, neither from art history nor from history of scholarship—this despite
his majestic Handbuch. For if we were to turn away from Stark’s studies of the
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ancient world we would find a fascinating book documenting a trip he had taken
through France in the Fall of 1852: Städteleben, Kunst und Alterthum in
Frankreich (1855). Half a century earlier, the great antiquary, and first reviver of
Peiresc, Aubin Louis Millin (1759-1818) had travelled through the Midi and
published what Stark hailed as “the richest work on the Roman monuments of
the South.” 82 Stark is not writing this book, though he frequently cites it.
Antiquity may be in the title, but his focus is on the moment when cities came
together to serve a cultural historical role. “They are given in the title as city life,
art and antiquity, as three equal perspectives on the central cultural historical
point.” Stark contrasts this with the role of cities in modern industrial and
bureaucratic society. And yet, even so, he finds that contemporary cities still
retained their role as “bearers of all the new lifestyles” and as the location “of all
the highest spiritual life.” What was then still true only residually was wholly true
for the ancient world and middle ages. 83
Stark’s inspiration came was from the venerable genre of travel-writing; the
aspiration was to what we would today call cultural geography, but which did not
then exist. Reflecting on his predecessors, Stark noted that his “physiognomic
view of the city” was extremely rare. In particular—and this is long before Karl
Lamprecht associated himself with the idea of cultural landscape—Stark felt that
there were rich and untapped resources for the traveler to study in
the relationship between land and soil, mountains and valleys, above
all the relationship to water, to the river, or even to the sea, then the
ways, names of streets, the remains of perimeter walls or their
replacements, the boulevards, the grouping of chief religious, political
and economic buildings relative to one another, the grouping of
particular trades in today’s time and those of earlier time only
surviving in names, the city-dweller’s way of building that in different
neighborhoods often show such garish opposites, the redesign of the
lands nearest the city, [and] finally what however only staying longer
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can develop, the whole range of local expressions, ways of speaking,
manners, [and] forms of law. 84
The physiognomic approach is perhaps expressed most directly in Stark’s
comments about Paris. For here it is not the complex relationships in the physical
landscape that are the focus—though Stark is right to claim innovativeness for his
presentation of these—but the even more complex interactions of the different
forms of cultural creation that play out in the different physical spaces of the city.
And even today, he writes, and even in a city as well-known as Paris, most people
would be unable to identify “specifically urban ways of life, and also which role
did Paris play earlier as a city in relation to others, these are questions that can
likely be answered by examining the city’s physiognomy and using tools of
historical evidence.” 85
“City Physiognomy” and the “historische Hülfsmittel”—a term so hard to
translate, and so bound up with the nineteenth century’s love for auxiliary
sciences-- bridge the gap between antiquarianism, history, and the newer kind of
cultural science of urban space that Stark is proposing. With this we can almost
look beyond Lamprecht to Walter Benjamin’s work on Paris.
At the same time, this turn to cultural geography, or city physiognomies, calls
upon a specific, and in Stark’s case different, set of talents. “I must not be an
Archaeologist,” he writes, nor a scholar fascinated by noble ruins. For “the true
historical interest” it was necessary to put the “physiognomy” of today’s
flourishing cities at the center, modern places like Toulouse, Bordeaux, Lyon,
Orleans etc. It was both the continuities across time and the ruptures that he
wanted to trace. And in the back of his mind, there was always the Italian
example. “And truly, city life in the age of Rome [and] that of the Middle Ages on
Gallic soil, can be put on nearly the same page with that of the Italian soil.” 86
With this the example of Burckhardt’s Cicerone hoves into view, and an
extraordinary ‘what if’: what if Stark’s vision of the cultural-geographical travel
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book had triumphed over Burckhardt’s history-of-art travel book? The one
focused on France with a long look back to the ancient world but with an eye
towards the modern life of places, the other on Italy, with an emphasis on the arts
that made the modern break with the past. The former attentive to material
culture—Spon’s angeiographia—the latter to painting, sculpture and
architecture. The one, protestations to the contrary, pointing towards
archaeology, the other to art history. These are a set of questions we cannot
answer, but they do help clarify exactly what the stakes were—and where the
fractures lie—in that mid-nineteenth century breaking and remaking of the
connections to the past and the way it was studied.
For Stark belongs to those German decades c. 1850-1870 which saw the birth of
the cultural sciences and which Momigliano identified with the disintegration of
classical philology as the great disciplinary aggregator. Stark’s interest in city
portraits and in cultural landscape, like his commitment to the meaning of art in
archaeology links him with this same shift.
In 1880, the year Stark published the first volume of his Handbuch der
Archaeologie der Kunst—and where his history necessarily ends--his praise of
the antiquaries would have fallen on not just unreceptive, but uncomprehending
ears. “Professional”, big-budget archaeology was recording its first great
successes, at Pergamon and Olympia, while antiquarian scholarship had long
become “antiquarian”—the pejorative description for the small-minded seeking
out the small-scale (Winckelmann’s antiquarioli). Among historians, cultural
history of the sort practiced by the antiquaries had long been drubbed off the
field, while the influence of Jacob Burckhardt’s Kultur der Renaissance was
rising, though far from the obvious winner it now seems today.
Indeed, in 1880, the star that seemed most ascendent might have been that of
Karl Lamprecht. His studies of Romanesque ornamented incipits and the TriarAda manuscript had just appeared, and he was teaching students like Aby
Warburg at Bonn (where Bernays happened then to be teaching as well) about
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the relationship between art and historical change while working out his
massively researched new economic history-as-cultural history: a study of the
Mosel region in the high middle ages (1885-86, 4 vols.). In this work Lamprecht
would bring together the study of physical space (Landesgeschichte) with the
history of law, trade, commerce and art. What emerged looked like economic
history from the outside—Statistik in an age of statistics—but was a material
cultural history through and through. There were antecedents for this kind of
work amongst the amateur antiquarians of the earlier nineteenth century
Geschichtsvereine, but Lamprecht was not about to identify with them.
With Lamprecht and Pirenne—one of Lamprecht’s protégés—and the latter’s godchildren, Lucien Febvre and Marc Bloch, we are firmly in the world of the “new”
history of the twentieth century, which with little self-consciousness on this small
point, resumed the impetus of these earlier efforts at cultural history but now
under the banner of economic and social history. Indeed, as Momigliano himself
suggested, the modern cultural sciences emerged out of the decaying
antiquarianism. 87 With this, the antiquarians receded still further into the
backcloth. Pedagogical works like Stark’s found the oblivion destined for all such
books. 88
Yet, if we were to reconstruct the afterlife of the antiquarian as carefully as we
have tried to reconstruct the afterlife of antiquity, we would be able to trace not
just the continuity of practice—one thinks here of the persistence of the
“descriptive,” or synchronic mode—but also the ongoing genetic relationship
between Lamprecht and his twentieth-century heirs. For Henri Berr, whom we
know as the French promotor of Lamprecht, Febvre and Bloch, also wrote a
sympathetic portrait of Philippe Tamizey de Larroque, after Millin the second
modern student of Peiresc. 89 So there remained a dimly perceived, and usually
misconstrued relationship to the antiquarian past; Stark was truly exceptional in
the seriousness and sympathy with which he pursued the history of the
antiquarian origins of archaeology. Even Momigliano, in the end not so
interested in antiquarianism, when turning to Stark for guidance also accepted
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some of his prescriptions: most notably that Peiresc was the “archetype” of all
antiquaries. 90 In the history of historiography, the serpent is always reaching for
his tail.
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